
  QUARTERLY EXAM ANSWER KEY 2022-23 

                KALLAKURICHI DISTRICT   

                KUDHIRAICHANDAL GHSS 

Class:12                                            Subject :English 

                                    Part-1 

 

 1.  A.  Reduced 

 2.  B.  Significant  

 3.  C.  Taunt 

 4.  A.  Diffidence  

 5  D.  Pessimistic 

 6.  C.  Dry 

 7.  D.  Dis 

 8.  A.  Eminent  

 9.  C.  Passed out 

10.  D.  Permanent Account Number 

11.  A.  Pen 

12.  B.  In case of 

13.  D.  Incident  

14.  B.  Will you 

15.  A.  -ity 

16.  C.  Is listening  

Prepared by: Karthik.A.  Kallakurichi dt kudhiraichandal GHSS 
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17.  B.  Noun+Adjective  

18.  B.  Awfully 

19.  C.  Between  

20.  B.  Postponed  
                                   PART-II 

                                      SECTION-1 

21.   i.   The casusrina 

   ii.   Python climbing a tree 

22.   i.   To travel until death 

   ii.   Until death 

23.   i.   Telemachus 

   ii.   Personification  

24.   i.   4th stage soldier 

   ii.   Short-lived (empty) glory 

25.   i.   The creeper 

   ii.    Simile 

26.   i.   The gates, walls-strong 

   ii.   No enemy can enter  

                                  SECTION-2 

27. The teacher said to Devi,” why are you late 

28. By whom has the chain been broken? 

29. The fox could not get out of the well because 
the well was deep 

30. If we plant more trees, we can save our plant 
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                                  PARR-III 

                               (SECTION -1) 

    

 
 
 
31. 

                       Pome:The castle 
                       Poet : Edwin muir 
Explanation : 
                    The poet describes a strong castle with thick 
walls and strong gates which had fallen to betrayal of  
warder. 
       *The soldiers had been in the castle all through the 
summer 
       *They were totally stress-free and relaxed 
       *They had plenty of arms and food to protect the castle 
       *The gate of the castle was very strong 
       *The captain was very brave and the soldiers were loyal    

 
 
 
32. 

                       Pome: our casuarina tree 
                         Poet: Tour Dutt 

Explanation :The poetess describes the casuarina tree in her 
place under which she had played in her childhood 
       *The poet remembers tree because of the many happy 
memories of her childhood days 
       *She strongly believed that nature communicates with 
human being  
       *The creeper is compareed to a python 
       *The creeper appears on the tree with its red crimson 
flowers it appears like a scarf for the tree 

 
 
33. 

                      Pome: All the world’s stage  
                       Poet: William Shakespeare  
Explanation : William Shakespeare describe the seven stage 
a man goes through in his life from birth to death.                 
*Shakespeare picturises the various stages of a man in this 
poem  
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*He says that a world is a stage all of us are actors in it 
*we of us exit when we die 

                         

                            SECTION-2 

 34. 7 years old drunken mother lantern messed hit -3 burn 

35. Tensing gifted to gods a bar of chocolate a packet of 
biscuits and handful of lollies.Edmund Hillary gifted to god 
the crucifix given by colonel of the 1930’s 

36. England,Eire,Australia and New Zealand are the countries 
in which tea is a part of civilization. 

                             SECTION -3 

 
 
37. 

Receptionist : Good evening, sir Welcome to    Chennai . 
Traveler : I would like to book a deluxe room in   your hotel for 3 days. 

Receptionist : Would you like A.C or Non A.C   room?  
  Traveler : How much would you charge for A.C   room per day? 
Receptionist : Rs.1200/- per day , Sir 

38. i.My dream is to because a doctor  

 ii. took eight year to win the world cup 

 iii. I want to see you as a collector 

40. (a) Life.   (b)  Time.   (Rome) 

                                   part-IV 

 

 
41. 
 

                       Prose: A nice cup of tea 
                       Writer: George Orwell  
Theme: Eleven rules to make a cup of tea 
Theme of the topic: 
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(A) 

 
 

➢ Tea is one of the mainstays of civilization in Britain, 
Eire, Australia and New Zealand 

➢ Army tea made up of cauldron taste of grease and 
whitewash 

➢ Prefer Indian or Ceylonese tea 
➢ Prepare tea in small quantities in a tea pot 
➢ Heat the pot beforehand 
➢ Prepare strong tea 
➢ Put the tea straightly into the pot 
➢ Boil the water before adding tea in it 
➢ Use cylindrical cup to drink tea 
➢ Pour the tea first into the cup and then add milk 
➢ Drink tea without adding sugar to get real taste 

 
42. 
 
(A) 

                        Poem: The castle 
                                Poet:   Edwin muir 
Theme:  * Betrayal 
               * Greediness of a wicked guard 
Them of the poem  

✓ The soldiers had been in the castle all through the 
summer 

✓ They were totally stress-free and relaxed 
✓ They had plenty of arms and food to protect the castle 
✓ The gate of the castle was very strong 
✓ The captain was very brave and the soldiers were loyal  

✓ From the turret walls the soldiers watched the mowers.the 

mowers were trimming the grass 
✓ The enemies were half a mile away no one could enter the 

castle only birds could enter the castle 
✓ Without fight the castle was captured 
✓ So he did not disclose this shameful story to anyone 

 
43. 
(A) 

            Title: God sees the truth but waits 
             Writer: Leo Tolstoy 
Them: Forgiveness  
Character : * Aksionov Ivan Dmitritch 

• His wife 

• Makar semyonich 
Theme of the story: 
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*Aksionov was a merchant 
* He lived with his wife and children in Vladimir.                          
*One day, he decided to go to a fair on a business trip 
* His wife tries to stop him for She had a bad dream 
*But Aksionov ignored her request and Set off his journey 
* unfortunately, he was arrested mistakenly for murdering was 
merchant and imprisoned in Siberia. 
* But he was innocent His Petition of moray was turned mines 
down He felt devastated 
* He was sent to work in the mines of  Siberia. He grew old there 
* He frequently prayed to God. He bought the book The lives. of 
saints in prison 
*He was respected by all the inmates due to his gentle behavior. 
One day, he met Maker Semyonich. in the jail about . He him found 
out the truth. 
* He the Saved Maker Semyonich from the officials.Makar ad milled 
his Crime. Aksionov forgave him. He get justice after 20 years .but 
he died in jail 
Moral 
                                Always forgive your enemies 
                                Nothing annoys them so much 
 

 
 
 
44. 
 
 
(A) 

                                        Summaries  
                                 The founding day 
Rough copy : 
         The founding day madras considered August. 1639 on day that a land 
where St. George today transacted east com the was by day Dubach timespan 
their and superior Cogan the local rulers. Believed deal made August 1639 
fort settlements village. Were. Together. Old. Settlements village  were 
together old new linked thane today stand variety reasons healthcare history 

auto movies madras focuses city history present core motivates groups 
campuses city event celebrate heritage school programmers 
contests music quiz fests rallies exhibitions bike order enlarge 
madras expanded events August Chennai initiative celebrate 
energetic tireless young  during times Chennai last little more. 
                                
                                 The founding day 
Fair copy: 
        The madras August 22 on that year sliver where stands 
transacted east company was francs Dubach thimmappa superior 
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cogan local rulers believed deal on 1639 fort then around broght old 
towns thenws city chennai variety education healthcare tourism 
movies day city past present core groups campuses event celebrate 
walks exchange contests quiz rallise bike enlarge madraas 
expanded throughout chennai initiative energetic hands come 
turbulent chennai last little more. 

 
 
 
45. 
 
(A) 

                                   Letter writing  
From 
      Karthik.A 
      51B south street, kudhiraichandal 
      Kallakurichi Dt 
To 
     The Manager 
     CZ company  
     Kallakurichi Dt 
Sir, 
Sub : Replacement of the defective juicer -  
Reg. 
Two days back, I bought a juicer from your company. It was a blue 
cooler Kartika Juicer. It cost ` 2,000/-. Yesterday it was delivered to 
me. After I started using it, I discovered that it was defective. You 
have given me two years warranty for that juicer. So kindly replace 
the defective product with another one. It was bought on 30th 

January 2022 and I have enclosed the bill along with this letter.    
                             Thank you. 
Your faithfully, 
  Karthik.A 

 
45 
 
 
(B) 

                                        Latter writing  

From: 
         Karthik.A 
         51B south street kudhiraichandal 
         Kallakurichi 
To:  
        The editor 
        The Hindu 
        Kallakurichi 
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Sir, 
Sub : Nuisance created by the roadside vendors - Reg. 
                 We, the residents of Kolathur in Patel Nagar are 
facing nuisance created by the roadside vendors. They block 
the pavements and occupy the parking zones. Kindly 
publish about this in your newspaper, for further action 
against it. 
                                    Thank you, 
Yours sincerely, 
 Karthik.A 
 

46. 
 
(B) 

i.   To 
ii.   Doesn't 
iii.   Than 
iv.   As (or) so 
v.   Spend 

47. 
  
(A) 
 
 

I. Goes 
II. Used to  
III. Maze, maize 
IV. On behal 

 
 
(B) 

I. Confined room 
II. No 
III. To spend time with family 
IV. Mute 
V. Any suitable title  

 

                                 Prepared by: KARTHIK.A 

                                 KALLAKURICHI DISTRICT 

                                 KUDHIRAICHANDAL     

                                 GHSS SCHOOL          
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